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at oyuna we believe in a home that has few but precious objects, true to the nomadic values of mongolia.
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ivory/black* cream/gold*

HESTA throw 180x120cm (70x47") 
100% cashmere

gradient knit throw in a textured inlay stitch. colours blend from darkest to lightest,
creating a modern gradient effect. match it with HESTA cushions for a complete set.

sage/forest

*core collection



HESTA cushion cover 45x45cm (18x18")
100% cashmere

inside-out reversible gradient knit cushion cover with colours blending from darkest to
lightest. both front and back sides can be used. match it with HESTA throw for a
complete set.

ivory/black* cream/gold*sage/forest

*core collection



ray/taupe dawn/soft greyocean/soft grey

MANDA throw 180x120 cm (70x47")
100% cashmere

mid-weight supple throw made of a detailed inlay knit that is solid on one side and
two-tone on the other. subtle in texture, this soft throw adds a touch of colour to any
interior. 

feather/ivory



MANDA cushion cover 45x45cm (18x18")
100% cashmere

inside-out reversible mid-weight cushion cover made of a detailed inlay knit that is solid on one side and two-
tone on the other. subtle in texture, this soft cushion cover adds a touch of sophistication to any interior. 

ray/taupe dawn/soft greyocean/soft greyfeather/ivory



SAAN throw 200x145cm (78x57”)
100% cashmere

delicate and light-weight, SAAN is a woven throw with contrasting two-tone yarn, in a
classic herringbone design.

charcoal/taupe* soft grey/taupe* coral/taupe

*core collection



SCALA throw 180x120cm (70x47”)
100% cashmere

one of our mid to heavy-weight knitted throws. SCALA brings a touch of dimension
and texture, perfect for classic interiors.

ivory* feather* raysoft grey

*core collection

sage



LANDER throw 180x120cm (70x47”)
100% cashmere

knitted in a chunky irregular textured stitch, this throw is a mid-weight tactile piece
perfect for adding texture to even the most minimalist interiors.

feather ivorysage/taupe



SEREN throw 180x120cm (70x47”)
100% cashmere

an iconic piece, SEREN is a consistent best seller. the delicately knitted checkerboard
design is finished with hand-cut fringes.

ivory*feather*wine

*core collection

bleu mosscharcoal



SEREN cushion cover 45x45cm (18x18")
100% cashmere

knitted fluffy check cushion cover. combine with SEREN throw for a matching set.
*core collection

ivory*feather*wine bleu mosscharcoal



ESRA throw 200x145cm (78x57”)
100% cashmere

delicate yet versatile, ESRA is a featherweight woven throw in a gauze weave. perfect
for adding a soft touch of texture and colour.

gold*mist* olive*

*core collection

sky*



UNO throw 200x145cm (78x57”)
100% cashmere

a supremely soft throw with subtle two-tone weave and fringed edges. a mainstay of
the OYUNA collection.

taupe* green/taupeorange/taupe* sun/beige*beige* blue/taupe*

*core collection

moss



soft grey*feather*

DAYA throw 180x120 cm (70x47")
100% cashmere

comfortingly warm and lightweight, DAYA is the perfect versatile piece that can be
draped on a sofa or a chair, worn as a wrap or used as a travel throw.

black*

*core collection



charcoal w. taupe* aubergine/taupe w. taupeorange/taupe w. taupe*beige w. taupe*

ETRA throw 200x160cm (78x63”) - 7cm border
100% cashmere

a classic piece in a luxurious wide-border design. the heavyweight weave makes the
ETRA throw a versatile addition to the bedroom, doubling up as a bedspread. *core collection

 taupe w. beige* blue/taupe w. taupe



beige*

UNO cushion cover 45x45cm (18x18")
100% cashmere

a classic cushion cover with strength in simplicity. made with the same textile as ETRA
throws, ETRA bedspreads, ARTE throws and UNO throws for endless pairing possibilities. *core collection

blue/taupe taupe* orange/taupe* charcoal*aubergine



ARTE throw 180x120cm (70x47")
100% cashmere

woven throw with contrasting border finishing. minimalist sister of ETRA, this
heavyweight throw is a contemporary classic. 

taupe w. orange/taupe aubergine/taupe w. taupestone brown w. grey

*core collection



ARTENO throw 200x145cm (78x57")
100% cashmere

woven throw with contrasting border finishing. minimalist sister of ETRA, this
heavyweight throw is a contemporary classic. 

grey w. charcoal stone brown w. greybeige w. taupe

*core collection



dawnsage

OAK throw 180x120cm (70x47”)
100% cashmere

double layer jersey throw with a basket weave inspired knit. a modern take on its
chunky knit counterpart, SCALA.



charcoal* taupe*

KOMO throw 200x145cm (78x57”)
100% cashmere

fine woven throw with discrete fringe finishing. three multicolour stripes along the
ltwo lengthwise edges and a third one off centre, add a touch of unique detail.



SUONO throw  200x145cm (78x57”)
100% cashmere

woven in a classic straight weave and hand-finished with a stitched hem detail.
SUONO is a complementary piece for any interior.

charcoal* beige*

*core collection

grey stone brownblue/taupe orange/taupe*ivory



TOSCANI throw  180x120cm (70x47”)
100% cashmere

multicolour striped edge knitted throw.
TOSCANI is subtle yet unique.

taupe*

*core collection

slate*



SABRA throw  200x145cm (78x57”)
100% cashmere

woven throw with hand-stitched edge detail in contrast colour.

melange taupe

*core collection

soft grey



ETRA bedspread 
BB 250x200cm (98x78”) - 12cm border
KB 240x260cm (94x102”) - 32cm border
100% cashmere

a classic piece in a luxurious wide-border design. the heavy-weight weave makes the
ETRA bedspread a versatile addition to the bedroom.

charcoal w. taupe* beige w. taupe* aubergine/taupe w. taupeorange/taupe w. taupe*

*core collection

 taupe w. beige*



SCALA bedspread 250x200cm (98x78")
100% cashmere

one of our mid to heavy-weight knitted bedspreads. SCALA is beautifully soft and warm
and perfect for classic bedroom interiors.

ivory* feather* soft grey

*core collection



DAYA travel throw 180x120 cm (70x47")
100% cashmere

SAAN travel throw 200x145cm (78x57”)
100% cashmere

charcoal/
taupe*

soft grey
/taupe*

gold* sky* mist*olive* ash

ESRA travel throw 200x145cm (78x57”)
100% cashmere

coral/taupe soft grey* feather* black*



KOMO travel throw 200x145cm (78x57”)
100% cashmere

MANDA travel throw 180x120 cm (70x47")
100% cashmere

HESTA travel throw 180x120cm (70x47")
100% cashmere

ivory/black* cream/gold* sage/forest charcoal* taupe* ray/taupe dawn/soft greyocean/soft grey



amethyst* gold* brown* green*

RITI belt 120x1cm (47x0.3")
100% leather

soft leather adjustable belt for travel throw storage and styling.

CUSHION pad 45x45cm (18x18")
100% duck feathers and 100% cotton cover

cushion pad for our cashmere cushion covers.
*core collection

white*



LEGERE dressing gown S, M, L
100% cashmere

sumptuously soft cashmere knitted dressing gown. a timeless design with a clean
silhouette of minimal lines and soft edge.

charcoal*ivoryfeather*

*core collection

soft grey*



tel +44 (0)2071839303
sales@oyuna.com

oyuna.com
@oyunalondon


